
Answer below

NON SEQUITUR by Wiley

BLONDIE by Dean Young and John Marshall

HI & LOIS by Chance Browne

HAGAR THE HORRIBLE by Chris Browne

SNUFFY SMITH by Fred Lasswell
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ACROSS
1 Dockers grp.
4 Leaves bed

10 Shell game, e.g.
14 Part of M-F
15 UFO pilots
16 Donahue or Rizzuto
17 Food from taro
18 Soprano Tebaldi
19 Listen up!
20 Start of a quote by

Marvin Davis
23 Oldavai

anthropologist
24 Small, dark falcon
27 Fall bloomer
28 Mayday!
31 “Common Sense”

writer
32 French religious

figs.
33 Wishing harm to

others
35 Part 2 of quote
36 Follows through on
40 “Citizen __”
44 Tourney type
45 Half and half?
46 County in southwest

England
47 Tool for enlarging

holes
49 End a partnership
50 End of quote
54 Norse deity
56 Trip to the bank,

e.g.

57 Lion’s lair
58 Chianti or Burgundy,

e.g.

59 Betrothed man
60 Down a frank
61 Stool parts
62 Reaping tool
63 Expected to arrive

DOWN
1 Leaping antelopes
2 Superlatively limber
3 Perk up
4 First Roosevelt VP
5 Threnody
6 Prong
7 Do some ushering
8 Old-fashioned

preposition
9 Sacred poem

10 Rounded
11 __ Bird Parker
12 Ventilate
13 Jan. honoree
21 Supplements, with

“out”
22 Bus terminal
25 Place for the night
26 Trawling device

28 Right to decide
29 Nancy of

“Pollyanna”
30 Transition
33 Shemp’s tormentor
34 VFW member
35 Track official
36 EMT’s specialty
37 100 square meters
38 Traveling aimlessly
39 “Punking Out” group
40 Florida isles
41 Stayed away from
42 Word with riche or

cuisine
43 International

understanding
46 Scottish seaport
48 Coral formations
49 Perch in a

playground
51 Clapton or Carmen
52 Radiology photo
53 Breathe shallowly
54 Nocturnal raptor
55 Bite the dust
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Bridge
by Frank Stewart

Deceptive practice

The pros, cons of prostate screening
Dear Dr. Roach: Your

recent discussion on prostate
cancer screening appears to
bear out my belief that nei-
ther statistical evidence nor
anecdotal evidence can be
ignored in proving or disprov-
ing a case for screening.

I am a 93-year-old who is
17 years post-op, having had a
radical prostatectomy in 1998.
My PSA had been 2.4 for at
least a dozen years before it
doubled in a year. A biopsy
revealed cancer cells and a
Gleason score of 5. I decided
that I did not want anything
malignant in my body.

During the surgery, it was
discovered that the seminal
vesicles were involved, and
the pathology exam upped the
Gleason to 9.

Postoperative radiation was
prescribed, and I underwent
36 sessions. I did lose sexual
function but experienced very
little incontinence or other
problems, and have been able
to enjoy an active and happy

life — a very good bargain, I
would say. — A.M.

You are quite right that it
is impossible at the individual
level to prove the benefit of
screening. At the population
level, most authorities who
have looked at the data dispas-
sionately have concluded that
there is no large net benefit
nor harm. For this reason,
there are conflicting guide-
lines. The U.S. Preventive
Services Task Force has
stated that the harms likely
outweigh the benefits, and it
recommends against screen-
ing, but screening remains
the choice of the individual.
At age 76, you normally would
not have been recommended
for screening, and since you
have thankfully exceeded your
life expectancy at that time, it
shows another limitation to

guidelines on screening.
I have found your experi-

ence after receiving the diag-
nosis of prostate cancer the
norm — nobody likes the
idea of a cancer inside slowly
growing, and even if there
might be increased risks of
removing it compared with
leaving it there, most men
want to remove it.

In your case, given the find-
ings in surgery, it does appear
that you may have been one of
the “lucky” ones who had sig-
nificant prolongation of life
from treatment, and the final
vote on whether you made the
right decision is yours.

Dear Dr. Roach: I read that
microwaving food can cause
the food to lose nutritional
value or even to become carci-
nogenic. Is this true? — S.G.

Not really. Heating food
does cause some nutrients,
such as vitamin C, to break
down. But microwaves don’t

do that more than any other
cooking method does. In gen-
eral, the longer a food is kept
very hot, the more nutrients
are lost. So quick heating
keeps in the most nutrients.
Quickly steaming is another
way. That’s essentially what
a microwave does, since it
heats water molecules very
efficiently, steaming the water
contained in food or that you
use to rinse it. In fact, micro-
waving may be better than
boiling, since many nutrients
can be lost in the water if you
just throw it out.

As far as carcinogens (can-
cer-causing chemicals) go,
these are products of very
high heat, especially grilling
meat. Because microwaves
can heat unevenly, some areas
of the food can get very hot
while others stay cold, which
is why it’s best, when micro-
waving, to cook for a short
while and allow the heat to
distribute itself before heat-
ing further or serving.

DENNIS THE MENACE by Hank Ketcham

THE FAMILY CIRCUS by Bil Keane

BEETLE BAILEY by Mort Walker
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Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based
on a 9x9 grid with several given num-
bers. The object is to place the numbers
1 to 9 in the empty squares so that each
row, each column and each 3x3 box con-
tains the same number only once. The
difficulty level of the Conceptis Sudoku
increases from Monday to Sunday.
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